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Abstract 

 

Requirements are part of a project’s scope. It is a text mostly expressed in natural language and usually collects its content from 

different documents. This paper introduces a subset of requirement metrics that belong to a larger project for validation and 

traceability tools. The metrics presented here are based on mathematical simple models and certain Natural Language Processing 

approaches used to evaluate if the requirements document is relevant, precise, succinct, complete, consistent, and testable. As part 

of the scope its usage and case studies are also covered. Statistical analyses and a global study of applicability are presented as 

well. The detailed metric derivation and exhaustive listing are described also, along with with a short functional description of an 

implementation prototype. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Software project management can be thought as a combination of Science and Management. It covers many topics like strategies 

for management, scope definition, managing of interested parties, customers, and risks, planning and control of activities and 

requirements, and the determination of business goals. It depends on the project’s director ability to handle problems mainly related 

to administration and technology. 

There are many methodologies and guides for project management in the market. Among others they are PMBOK [1], 

PRINCE2 [2][3], APM [4], ISO 21500 [5], SCRUM [6] [7], KANBAN [8], CRISP-DM [9] [10], XP [11], DSDM [12], and 

CRYSTAL [13]. The right project leading looks for the a completion in time and quality [14] [15]. According to the CHAOS report 

of 2018, barely 29 percent of the projects are carried out in time, budget, characteristics and expected functionality. By contrast, 

about 37 percentage of them don’t succeed in one of them. Circa 52 percent of the cases are behind schedule, are beyond the budget 

or implement fewer requirements [16] [17]. The number increases by 10 percent according to reports of the year 2010. Furthermore, 

the project cancellation rate without any product is about 19 percentage. 

Among other causes for failing in accomplishing goals in time and form, there are: poor planning [18] [19] [20], deficient 

requirement determination [21] [22] [23], and lack of skills, organization and management by leaders [24]. 

Many authors propose a hybrid approach combining agile and traditional methodologies [25] [26] [27] [28][29] [30]. The 

advantage here is that the manager must focus not only in the final target but also in the timing for opting among one or the other 

methodology. 

Many efforts are oriented to systematically evaluate the relation between quality and its effects. Some valuable efforts 

have been made to handle the requirements of any type and its impact in the process and final product [31] [32]. 

This paper extends some of the previous publications presented above, introducing metrics and indicators that aim to 

assess and track requirements in order to determine the main aspects and components of the project management methodologies 

that are mandatory for success. The approach takes as a startup point the textual expression of project requirements. The metrics 

derived here are a measure framework useful for cross-evaluating different methodologies upon every specific business case, by 

qualitatively comparing the associated indicators. Thus emerges the possibility to make the applicability of certain methodology 

explicit to any project step depending on its current context. In order to do that, the obtained metrics are related to a specific set of 

context-based indicators. This, also enables a proper validation and tracking of declared requirements, which is mandatory for a 

proper control of them. 

The rest of this paper shows the state of the art in metrics and methodologies for management control (section II), 

introduction of the proposed project management scope (section III), a case study (section IV), the discussion (section V), the 

conclusions and future work (section VI). 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Management for Software Projects has increased interest in the scientific and academic community. This recent trend can be 

observed in the publication topics as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Number of publications per year 

Among the topics, there is a strong emphasis in requirement management and engineering; sometimes with approaches 

related to NLP (Natural Language Processing) and a few times natural) and occasionally with focus on metrics to evaluate 

methodologies itself. 

In the field of NLP Galinier [31] presents a formal model to reduce incoherence and inconsistency among definitions and 

requirements of the system. Naziri and col. [35] apply NLP to user history transformation from the requirement specification to 

design stage. This model can also be extended to many languages [36]. In [37] and [38] a programmatic version of requirements 

expressed in NL are presented. The proposals in [39] and [40] work in the same line. Extensions of this concept are the automatic 

document generation in C [41], restricted domain requirement conceptualization [42], and industry modeling extensions with NLP 

to identify and validate change requirements [43]. Other approaches have been proposed using NLP mainly with semantics 

[44][45][46][47] and graphical tools [48]. 

Some metrics are useful to evaluate projects performance. Many of them refer to the product quality model ISO 25010 or 

to classical quality metrics [49][50][51][52][53]. In [54] there is a step forward with a prediction framework to analyze databases 

performance. Regarding business process management, in [55][56] there is a proposal of a set of specific quality metrics. Pmbok 

[1] also defines performance metrics following EVM (Extended Value Management), but they are not suitable for projects with 

parallel paths [57]. Other approaches determine a performance duration index [58]. For risk management there are specific metrics 

[59][60], sometimes using agile to track and control [61] best practices related to ISO/IEC/IEEE 12207 and ISO/IEC TR 29110-

5-1-2. 

This work is centered in the development of metrics for evaluating the implementation process of management models. 

It is strongly aligned with papers like [61][62]. The proposed set of metrics are suitable for project management and constitute a 

novel type of tools mainly based on conceptual NLP taken from [44]. 

III. METRICS FOR PROJECT SCOPE MANAGEMENT 

This proposal works on several management cornerstones. Among them is the scope management, which is the main focus of this 

paper. The remaining will be introduced in future publications. 

According to the Best Practices Management Guide [1], scope management is the set of processes to assure all the required 

tasks needed to successfully complete a project. Considering that, it is important to properly formalize the Business Scope 

Statement as a proper and complete list of requirements. This way it settles a solid foundation for a quality project. Though this 

paper is part of a broader project that aims to determine sets of metrics covering the entire management models application process, 

the main focus here are metrics for evaluating how a model handles the scope of a specific project under certain circumstances. A 

case study is in the next section (section IV) while the rest of this section details the definitions and elements that constitute the 

current proposal for working with scope metrics. 

A. Parse Trees 

Several elements of the metrics’ equations consider that a Parse Tree (PT) has been performed. It is a NLP entity for representing 

the structure of the sentences in a text written in natural language. In this context every word is considered an element that belongs 

to a grammar G, is part of a dictionary D, and has a linguistic category among a predefined set of categories. Every category 
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determines the working function of that elements. The grammar follows certain formation rules (frequently called syntactic). For 

computational linguistics purposes, the tree explains how the categories and rules are working on the text being represented. 

The derivation process has two types of elements: non-terminal (those applied to elements of the grammar as categories 

and rules) and terminal (elements in the dictionary). Every terminal belongs to a category and is part of a rule, and combined with 

other rules builds a tree that express a structural hierarchy of categories. That is the syntactic structure of a string. Every sentence 

collapse to a root node or element. 

The process is known in the computational linguistic field as phrase marking that leads to Phrase-markers or P-markers. 

They were first introduced by Noam Chomsky and represents the deep structure of a sentence as generated by applying certain 

linguistic predefined structure rules. As an example let´s take the Mission and vision statement of MVMT that says: “Style 

shouldn’t break the bank” [63]. 

Bottom up from left to right, sentence's words are categorized, labeled and submitted to rules in order from top to bottom. 

Here apply the following labels: 

Style ← Noun 

Shouldn´t ← Auxiliary Verb 

break ← Verb 

the ← determiner 

bank ← Noun 

And the nodes are the following: 

N: Noun 

AV: Auxiliary Verb 

V: Verb 

D: Determiner 

VP: Verbal Phase 

NP: Noun Phrase 

A simple set of grammar rules could be: 

D + N → NP 

AV + V → VP 

VP + NP → VP 

N + VP → S 

Figure 2 shows a simple Parse Tree. There, circles are non-terminal elements and rectangles are terminal elements. Observe that 

terminal elements are the current set of words in the sentence. 

 
Fig. 2: Sample of Parse Tree for MVMT mission and vision 

Phrase markers, or P-markers, were introduced in early transformation generative grammar, as developed by Noam 

Chomsky and others. A phrase marker representing the deep structure of a sentence is generated by applying phrase structure rules. 

Then, this application may undergo further transformations. 

Phrase markers may be presented in the form of trees (as in the above Parse Tree), but they are often given instead in the 

form of "bracketed expressions", which occupy less space in the memory and are suitable for automatic processing. Following 

back in the previous example, the bracketed expression corresponding to the constituency-based tree given above may be 

something like this: 

[S [N Style][VP [VP [AV Shouldn’t][V Break]][NP [D the][N bank]]]] 

It is important to note that sometimes the slang of graph theory applies in this context. Thus, leaf or leaf nodes refer to 

terminal elements, nodes are non-terminal elements and root is a special elements labeled “S”, the starting element that represents 
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the whole sentence. A child node is an element under other element in the tree structure, which is called father node. Note also that 

the tree has always the root node on top and leafs on the bottom. A sub-tree is a sub-graph that starts in certain node, and its 

descendants. The level of a node is the number of nodes to get the root. 

B. Proposed Metrics 

1) Requirement Validation Criteria (CVR) 

CVR is an acronym for “required validation criteria” in Spanish, Criterios de Validación de Requerimientos. Following the 

literature review in the previous sections, it is strongly determined by the meaningfulness degree of the Business Statement 

Documentation (mission, vision and scope). The proposed metric to assess this is based on a Parse Tree built from the document 

as described previously. 

CVR= p(nec).nec+p(conc).conc + p(comp).comp + p(cons).cons + p(amb).amb+p(verif).verif  (1) 

With: 

– p(nec)=1 (if business risk=high), 0.5 (if business risk=neutral), 0.1 (if business risk=low). 

– p(conc)= xx/number of child nodes. 

– p(comp)= Number of nodes out of the sub-tree/ (number of descendants + number of nodes out of the sub-tree) 

– p(cons)= number consistencies/number of requirements 

– p(amb)=1 

– p(verif)=xx/number of nodes until level n 

– xx=number of deployable requirements=number of leaf nodes in the sub-tree of the node 

2) Concise Degree (GradConc) 

GradConc is the acronym for concise Degree in Spanish, Graduación de Conciso. This is other relevant topic that literature remarks. 

Eq. .02 interprets it by the proportion of nouns that are in the project scope document, that are also in the requirement PT. This is 

combined with the same rate calculated for verbs. Therefore GradConc is: 

            GradConc= (num. nouns) + (num. verbs) / num. Words in project scope statement        (2) 

3) Completeness Degree (GradCompl) 

GradCompl is the acronym for Completeness degree om Spanish, Graduación de Completo. The metric is in eq.03, evaluating how 

the text of the statement covers explicitly all the required information. It must be projected in a sub-tree: 

       GradCompl= (num. Functional requirements) + (num. Non-functional requirements)/RQN   (3) 

At this time, RQN stands for Business requirements (in Spanish Requerimientos del Negocio, RQN). Determines the needs and 

opportunities of the enterprise (eq. 04). It is expressed by the requirement list. When it doesn’t exist it is valuated as 0.  

RQN= ∑(r)/∑ (RQN, RQI, RQS, RQP, RQC)                                         (4) 

r=number of elements (Z>=0) 

RQN Ɛ [0..1) 

Regarding RQI, it represents the parties involved (in Spanish Requerimientos de los Interesados, RQI): needs of those that 

participate in the project. It is extracted from the requirement list. When there is no elements, it is valued as 0                                           

RQI= ∑(r)/∑ (RQN, RQI, RQS, RQP, RQC)                                          (5) 

r=number of elements (Z>=0) 

RQN Ɛ [0..1) 

RQS are the solutions requirements (in Spanish Requerimientos de Soluciones, RQS): the set of characteristics and functionalities 

for the product or service being the goal of the project. Itis taken from the requirement list. If it doesn’t exist it is valied as 0. 

RQS= ∑(r)/∑ (RQN, RQI, RQS, RQP, RQC)                                            (6) 

r=number of elements (Z>=0) 

RQN Ɛ [0..1) 

RQP is the project requirement (in Spanish Requerimientos del Proyecto, RQP): The set of actions and processes that the project 

must provide. It is taken from the requirement list. If it doesn’t exist it is valued as 0. 

RQP= ∑(r)/∑ (RQN, RQI, RQS, RQP, RQC)                                          (7) 

r=number of elements (Z>=0) 

RQN Ɛ [0..1) 

RQC is the quality requirement (in Spanish Requerimientos de Calidad, RQC): The set of decisions and criteria that the product 

must accomplish. It is tajen from the requirement list. If it doesn’t exist it is valued as 0.   

RQC= ∑(r)/∑ (RQN, RQI, RQS, RQP, RQC)                                          (8) 

r=number of elements (Z>=0) 

RQN Ɛ [0..1) 
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4) Consistency Degree (GradCons) 

GradCons refers to the Consistency (in Spanish Graduación de Consistente, GradCons). Following up the literature 

recommendations it covers consistency with eq. 09. It watches on contradictions in requirements, if there are negative particles of 

the language along with positive for the same noun/verb as follows: 
GradCons= (num. Contradictions in requirement PT) + (num. Restrictions requirements)/ num. leaf nodes in requirement PT sub-tree (9) 

5) Ambiguity Degree (GradAmb) 

GradAmb represents the metric for Ambiguity Degree (in Spanish Graduación de Ambigüedad, GradAmb). It works considering 

the bias interpretation of Descriptive adjectives discarding other types of adjectives: 

GradAmb= (num. Nodes Descriptive adjectives) + num. nodes                  (10) 

6) Verification Possibility (GradVerif) 

GradVerif is about the possibility of perform certain type of requirement verification. It stands for its name in Spanish: Graduación 

de Verificable (GradVerif). The requirement statement must allow inspections, analysis, demonstrations and/or tests. The metrics 

is determined as: 

GradVerif= ∑(pv) (node)/ num. nodes                                                         (11) 

With:  

pv(node)=1 (if ∃ a finite process and/or ∃ tests for this requirement), else 0 

7) Traceability Degree of the Requirement (GrTraz) 

GrTraz is the Degree of requirement’s traceability (in Spanish Grado de Trazabilidad del Requerimiento, GrTraz). The 

Requirement statement must contain status for every element: approved, designed, implemented, tested, etc. The metric is as 

follows: 

GrTraz= ∑(attribute: ID + sentence + owner + origin + priority + status)/6             (12) 

With: 

– ID={1 if there is a unique ID, else 0} 

– sentence={1 if it can be extracted from scope statement, else 0} 

– priority ={1 if its priority is explicit in the requirement list, else 0} 

– status= {1 if its status is explicit according status-list, else 0} 

– owner = {1 if it is explicit who determined the status, else 0 } 

– origin= {1 if it is explicit in the statement, else 0} 

The next section is a study case using these metrics in real world. 

IV. CASE STUDY 

This section tests the proposed metrics with a reduced set of enterprises from the software industry. As can be seen in Figure 3, 

respondents profile are diverse (project leaders, managers, owners, and others related to the informatics world but with no degree 

in the field). 

The type of enterprise is also diverse, as can be seen in Figure 4. 

The database is partitioned in two groups: the first one cover cases when Project Manager (PM) has previously determined 

the project and product scope. The second is for the rest of the cases, where PM is supported in the process of scope statement 

writing, using some of the polling data. The polling is part of a testing protocol that was implemented by social media LinkedIn. 

The metrics proposed in the previous section will be applied in this section to these enterprises as a postmortem tool for analysis. 

Then a result discussion and context evaluation is performed. 

 
Fig. 3: Respondent profile 
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Fig. 4: Enterprise size 

V. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 

Most of the tested volunteers belong to private organizations (80%), as just 20% are from public sector. About 40 % of the 

enterprises have between 11 and 20 employees at the polling time, 30% more than 30, and 20% less than 10. Circa 65% of 

volunteers are managers or project directors, and 35% coordinators or staff. Almost 20% of the individuals have accredited 

knowledge in methodologies and best practices for project management.  Just 60% of the respondents have performed the project 

and product scope statement. 

A. Metrics Behavior 

This section the behavior of the metrics introduced in previous sections is analyzed in the context of the current test data-set. 

As can be seen in Figure 5, the scope statement is not performed in every enterprise. Metrics aim to determine not only the main 

characteristics of the organization but also the main features of the documentation according to different types of enterprises and 

business focus. 

 
Fig. 5: Scope statement document 

In order to consider and interpret the respondent subjectivity in the context of real projects, the previous existence of the 

statement is remarked. Equations 04 to 08 (see Table 1) work on Scope statement documents and other collected items not included 

in them. It is important to note that these metrics are just a subset of a larger set to evaluate management key documents like those 

related to mission and vision. 
Table 1: Results from metrics RQN, RQI, RQS, RQP, RQC 

 RQN RQI RQS RQP RQC 

ID1 0.3 0.2 0.25 0.05 0.05 

ID2 0.13 0.13 0.38 0.38 0.0 

ID3 0..35 0.21 0.35 0.64 0.02 

ID4 0.03 0.0 0.01 0.00 0.02 

ID5 0.02 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.02 

ID6 0.31 0.32 0.11 0.08 0.12 

ID7 0.25 0.29 0.12 0.24 0.17 
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 RQN RQI RQS RQP RQC 

ID8 0.68 0.67 0.70 0.16 0.15 

ID9 0.51 0.33 0.41 0.62 0.72 

ID10 0.41 0.55 0.52 0.41 0.75 

The linguistic automatic processing of every scope statement with Octave NLTK(c), starts with a Tagger as in Figure 6. It marks 

when a word is noun, verb or adjective. 

 
Fig. 6: Tagger 

Table 2: Result for metric CVR 
Case CVR 

ID1 
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Case CVR 

ID2 

 

ID3 

 

ID4 

 

 

ID5 

 

ID6 
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Case CVR 

ID7 

 

ID8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ID9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ID10 
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To provide a better comparison basis, texts belonging to the same sections in the Scope Statement are evaluated in the same bunch. 

Table 3 shows a summary of the PT obtained. 
Table 3: Summary of tags 

 Tags CVR 

ID1 {"PROPN": 1, "NOUN": 7, "ADP": 4, "DET": 3, "VERB": 1, "PUNCT": 1} 0.47 

ID2 {"NOUN": 7, "ADP": 4, "CCONJ": 2, "PROPN": 4, "DET": 1} 0.50 

ID3 
{"VERB": 1, "DET": 2, "NOUN": 6, "ADP": 4, "ADJ": 4, "PROPN": 3, "PUNCT": 3, 

"CCONJ": 1} 
0.63 

ID4 {"ADV": 1, "VERB": 1} 0.04 

ID5 {"ADV": 1, "VERB": 1} 0.04 

ID6 
{"NOUN": 8, "ADP": 4, "DET": 2, "ADJ": 2, "PROPN": 2, "PUNCT": 3, "CCONJ": 2, 

"ADV": 1} 
1.03 

ID7 {"NOUN": 4, "VERB": 1, "ADP": 2, "DET": 1, "CCONJ": 1, "PROPN": 2, "ADJ": 1} 0.21 

ID8 {"PROPN": 4, "ADJ": 5, "PUNCT": 1} 0.19 

ID9 
{"SCONJ": 4, "DET": 5, "NOUN": 6, "AUX": 1, "ADJ": 3, "VERB": 4, "ADP": 3, "PUNCT": 

1} 
1.18 

ID10 {"NOUN": 7, "ADJ": 2, "CCONJ": 1, "ADP": 5, "DET": 4, "PROPN": 1, "PUNCT": 2} 0.89 

Table 4 is the word distribution by ID. L denotes a linear behavior, when words have identical frequency (value 1). Entries with 

NO, are cases with no answer to the question. The remaining are cases with one or more words, with an average number higher 

than the rest, and are considered as a special analysis case.  

Note that 42% of 50 entries are linear, and 10% have no answer. Both cases summarize 52%. 
Table 4: Word distribution frequency by question 

ID RQN RQI RQS RQP RQC 

1 L L 
PAGOS 

(PAYMENTS) 
L L 

2 L 
CONOCIMIENTO 

(KNOWLEDGE) 

SISTEMA 

(SYSTEM) 
L L 

3 PAGOS (PAYMENTS) L ALTA (HIGH) 

PLATAFORMA (PLATFORM) 

INTEGRACIÓN 

(INTEGRATION) 

NO 

4 L NO NO L L 

5 L NO NO NO 
DEBE  (MUST) 

SER (BE) 

6 L 
TÉCNICAS 

(APPROACHES) 
L L L 

7 
DISPONIBILIDAD 

(AVAILABILITY) 
L L 

PROYECTO 

(PROJECT) 

CUENTA  (ACCOUNT) 

PROCESO (PROCESS) 

L 

8 
SISTEMA 

(SYSTEM) 

SISTEMA 

(SYSTEM) 

MÓDULO 

(MODULE) 

PRÉSTAMO 

(LOAN) 

PROCESO (PROCESS) L 

9 
GESTIÓN 

(MANAGEMENT) 
L 

MÓDULO 

(MODULE) 

PROCESO BANCO  (BANK 

PROCESS) 

DATOS  

(DATA) 

DEBEN  SER 

(MUST BE) 

10 
ENCUESTAS (POLLINGS) 

RESULTADOS (RESULTS) 

GOBIERNO 

(GOVERNMENT) 

SERVIDORES (SERVERS) 

APLICACIÓN 

(PROGRAM) 

DEBE  (MUST) 

SER (BE) 

CUMPLIMIENTO  

(FULFILLMENT) 

NORMAS (REGULATIONS) 

CRÉDITOS  

(CREDITS) 

MÓDULO  

(MODULE) 

PRÉSTAMO 

(LOAN) 

The next section analyzes the relation between these results, linguistics and the type of enterprise. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

The Scope Statement document must describe the characteristics, functions and requirements for the product or service being 

provided and for the process itself. In this context, metrics must be able to determine validation criteria for business requirements 

(RQN), involved individuals (RQI), solutions (RQS), project as a whole (RQP) and quality (RQC). They must also provide 

information for their traceability as well. 

From Table 2, CVR is highest for ID 9, followed by ID 6, ID 10 and ID 3 (all with a value greater than 0,5). This indicates 

that these enterprises show a higher degree of business scope understanding, which is expressed in the way the documents are 
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written. The cases that correspond to enterprises were already defined, despite its size. In fact they are big, medium and small. For 

none of them the respondent is the owner but an expert on project management.  

Cases ID 4 and 5 present values under 0.1. These are cases where the tested person is the director. Typically the scope is 

defined at an organizational level but not in a detailed way. They are not able to answer typical questions about scope statement. 

Also present lower values of RQN, RQI, RQS, RQP, y RQC. Both cases correspond to state organizations. 

Regarding ID 1 and 2, the values are between 0,3 and 0,5. That means a little better value than ID 4 and 5, and represent 

documents with higher degree of lexical diversity. Documents are more elaborated, expressive and larger. This is related to more 

information in the text document and therefore to a more detailed scope maturity. 

These cases are in the intermediate zone for CVR, related to medium and large enterprises, geographically distributed in 

several provinces and countries. The field of the industries are supply companies and several types of staffing. The degree of 

understanding of the business is clearly higher to previous cases but not perfect. By contrast, the scope has even better defined. 

CVR for ID 7 and 8 is between 0.1 and 0.3, representing a higher degree of elaboration and more efficacy in expression. 

Correspond to enterprises that provide software development services. Both of them are small and one is medium size. The 

volunteers have scarce management knowledge in all cases, but some of them are under training. None of the companies have 

branches and two of them are located in capital cities of relevant provinces. Here, the degree of definition of the scope is balanced 

and quite good.  

Both ID 6 and 8, present the highest values. They represent large enterprises, and the volunteer is the project leader. None 

of the companies have branches but they are located in a very relevant capital city in the country. It is important to note that in one 

of them the scope statement document was not already existent. Both cases are very well established businesses, leaders in the 

market and with a solid experience in project management methodologies.  

Table 5 is a summary of results and its relation with cases ID. Also proposes a qualification indicator for the value ranges of the 

metric. 
Table 5: Indicator and CVR 

ID GVR Indicator 

4,5 <0.1 LOW 

1,2,7,8 [0.1 – 0.5] MEDIUM 

3,6,9,10 >0.5 HIGH 

In a similar way, Table 6 presents a summary for GrTraz values and certain indicators. 
Table 6: Indicator and GrTraz 

ID GrTraz Indicator 

4,5 <0.1 VERY LOW 

7,8 [0.1 – 0.3) LOW 

1, 2 [0.3 – 0.5) MEDIUM 

2,7,8 [0.3 – 0.5) HIGH 

3,10 >=1 VERY HIGH 

It is interesting to note that Table 4 denotes the focus of the enterprise on every stage of the business production line. For 

ID 3, just “NO” results relevant for the text of services, “Pagos” (payment) for its business requirement declaration and 

"Plataforma" and "integración" (platform and integration respectively) for project requirement text. As the enterprise belongs to 

software industry, it could express the fact that there is a software product under construction where the most relevant fact is the 

expected payments to be obtained. 

The status of ID 5 is worse since there is relevant word, then there is no relevant concept automatically detected. 

When the enterprises have a requirement statement in MEDIUM level (related to performance in RQN, RQI, RQS, RQP, 

and RQC), there are certain relevant words automatically detected. For example in ID 7 the word "disponibilidad" (availability) 

arises as a value factor for the company, which is also its main feature presented in the market. 

Enterprises with requirement statement in HIGH level, there are more relevant words and are more specific and very close 

related to its main product characteristics. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper introduces a set of metrics for project management evaluation in the context of specific projects. They are focused on 

the Scope Statement document, and a used case for the Requirement Validation Criteria (CVR) and the Requirement traceability 

Degree (GrTraz). The rest of the metrics are Business Understanding Degree (GCN), Degree of Completeness of Scope (GCA) 

and many others are out of the scope of this work. The use case explained here is a test set of 10 companies. A number of indicators 

are proposed for the values obtained. 

From the results obtained here it can be said that metrics relate to quality of the scope and requirements specifications, 

which can be easily contrasted against traditional linguistic and ad-hoc approaches. 

Among other pending tasks, there is the definition of the indicators like for time, cost, quality, resources, stakeholders, 

communications, risks and expenses management. 

Also remains to test the rest of the metrics and to validate results with larger sets, evaluate the impact on projects when 

metrics are applied and considered during the project evolution. 
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An interesting pending is the relationship between metrics and the implicit knowledge in documents, probably using data 

mining, to obtain extra hidden information from data. 
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